
Your Guide to Putting on an 
Assisted Perfomance 

This guide has been produced in conjunction with Access London Theatre and compiled by the Society of 
London Theatre and UK Theatre in order to give you as much information as possible about booking, 

managing and marketing an Assisted Performance - as well as best practice guidelines to 
providing a full and effective customer service for your disabled patrons.
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ACCESS LONDON THEATRE

WHAT IS AN ASSISTED PERFORMANCE?

Audio description improves access for blind and partially sighted theatregoers by providing a live verbal 
commentary on the visual elements of a production, broadcast through a headset. 

Delivered around the dialogue, it describes action that is essential to the understanding of the story, as well as 
information such as the set, costumes, facial expressions and visual jokes that might otherwise be missed. 

It can also benefit an older audience who might not class themselves as disabled.

Captioning is similar to subtitling and gives deaf, deafened and hard of hearing people access to theatre. 

At a captioned performance, the words are displayed on a screen placed near, or on the set, to be seen at the 
same time as they are spoken or sung.  Speakers’ names, sound effects and offstage noise are also shown.  

Captioning is also helpful for theatre-goers whose first language is not English, anyone who has difficulty 
following strong accents and students who are studying the text of a play.

STAGETEXT captioned 
performance of The 
Wizard of Oz, The Lowry, 
Salford Quays.  
Photo: Ben Blackall.

Donna Ruane interpreting 
Chicago.  
Photo: Catherine Ashmore

Sign Language Interpreted performances feature an interpreter who will stand in a clearly visible 
position and interpret the spoken and heard aspects of the show using British Sign Language.

Relaxed Performance, sometime termed autism friendly performances, are aimed at families with 
children with an Autistic Spectrum Condition, sensory and communication disorders, a learning disability or for 
anyone who would benefit from a more relaxed environment. 

Performances are adapted in a variety of ways, including a more relaxed attitude to noise, in order to reduce 
anxiety and ensure a safe, enjoyable theatre visit.  A bit like a quiet carriage on the train – but the opposite!

Why? 
The Equality Act 2010 demands that you take reasonable steps (more of this over the page) to make what you do accessible to all disabled 
people.  Apart from that, it is good customer service to do so.  Offering a signed, captioned or audio-described performance can be a good way 
of making a show accessible and of attracting new audiences.

The term, assisted performance, is a collective term referring to an audio-described, captioned, sign language interpreted or relaxed performance.  

More detailed descriptions are below:

What is an Assisted 
Performance?
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EQUALITY ACT 2010 - A QUICK OVERVIEW
Duties on service providers
The Equality Act 2010 (the “Act”) gives disabled people important rights of access to everyday services.  These services include those provided 
by theatres and access involves making services easier to use for all disabled people (defined below).

Under the Act, it is unlawful for service providers to treat disabled people less favourably than other people for reasons related to their disability.  
Failure or refusal to provide a service to a disabled person that is offered to other people is discrimination, unless it can be justified on objective 
grounds.  Service providers now have to make ‘reasonable adjustments’ to the way they deliver their services.  Therefore reasonable adjustments 
may need to be made in relation to a service provider’s practices, policies, procedures and/or any physical feature, which may make it impossible 
or unreasonably difficult for disabled persons to make use of their services.  

Reasonable Adjustment
Examples of reasonable adjustments may include: 

• installing an induction loop for people who are hearing impaired.
• giving the option to book tickets by email as well as by phone.
• providing disability equality training for staff that have contact with the public.

What is considered a ‘reasonable adjustment’ depends on the size and resources of the individual service provider and the practicability of the 
adjustment, so this may vary between large and small organisations.  Service providers will not necessarily be required to make changes that are 
impractical or beyond their means.

Who the Act covers
The Act defines a disabled person as someone who has a physical or mental impairment that has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on 
his or her ability to carry out normal day-to-day activities. Provisions allow for people with a past disability to be covered by the scope of the Act. 
There are also additional provisions relating to people with progressive conditions.

For the purposes of the Act: 

• Substantial means neither minor nor trivial.
• ‘Long term’ means that the effect of the impairment has lasted or is likely to last for at least 12 months (there are special rules covering 

recurring or fluctuating conditions).
• Normal day-to-day activities include everyday things like eating, washing, walking, travelling on the tube and going shopping.  A normal day-

to-day activity must affect one of the ‘capacities’ listed in the Act, which include mobility, manual dexterity, speech, hearing, sight and memory. 

Further Information
Guidance on the legal definition of disability can be found on the Office for Disability Issues:  
http://odi.dwp.gov.uk/disabled-people-and-legislation/equality-act-2010-and-dda-1995.php

Further information on the Equality Act and access to services for disabled persons: http://odi.dwp.gov.uk/index.php
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HOW TO BOOK AN ASSISTED PERFORMANCE
The process of an assisted performance is summarised here:

4 – 5 months (before the performance date):
• Schedule the date for the assisted performances. Check SOLT’s Assisted Performance Diary (password: clashdiary - ensure you are logged 

out of Googlemail to access it), or with theatres in your local area, for clashes.
• Book the Service Provider and check their technical requirements.
• Confirm pricing policy, seat availability and set aside the seats.

3 months to 1 week (before the performance date):
• Marketing and Selling of Assisted Performances
• Put the date in Access London Theatre brochure / your main theatre brochure / your production print. 
• Do specialised print if budget allows and contact your local societies and organisations.  
• If selling tickets, make sure that you categorise people correctly according to access need ie: captioned performance.  You will need to know 

this for the performance - and to track your audience at a later date.  Flag the performance so that all audience members know.

N.B. If sales fail consider undertaking a specialised telesales operation.  If you don’t put the effort in, people will not come!  Because you 
have programmed an assisted performance, don’t expect everybody to flock to your doors - you need to persuade them.

Beginning of rehearsals or when script is available: 
• Administrative support for Service Provider including checking that the correct technical equipment/requirements can be provided.  More 

details are given in the Technical Checklist.
• The Service Provider will need:  ticket(s) for the show, script(s) of the show, a one-camera video(s) recording.

N.B. Tickets for the Service Provider may be required in the rehearsal period and possibly at a later stage in the run (see the Service Provider 
section).

Week / day (before the performance date):
• Set-up of the Assisted Performance and ‘Dry run’. 
• Set up of the equipment, or testing of existing equipment.
• Service Provider may want to do a ‘dry run’ the day before (or earlier) the assisted performance, so this will need to be scheduled.
• Train and prepare ushers and front of house staff.

On the day 
• Final check of equipment and headsets.
• Front of House check - agree who is doing what e.g.: if there is a touch tour or post-show talk / who is welcoming customers / who is 

bringing drinks during the interval.

The day after:
• Assess the assisted performance - How did it all go?  What was good?  What was bad?  How many people came?

ACCESS LONDON THEATRE
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SERVICE PROVIDERS FOR ASSISTED PERFORMANCES

AUDIO-DESCRIPTION

Audio Description Association
Directory of accredited audio-describers and trainers.

Contact: Matthew Piper 
Tel: 01603 598540 
Email: m.piper@theatreroyalnorwich.co.uk
Website: www.audiodescription.co.uk

Irene Richards is an independent audio-describer. 
Tel: 07747 655215
Email: info@theatredescription.com

Mind’s Eye Professional Description Service is an independent 
audio-description company.  

Contact: Anne Hornsby 
Tel: 01204 522481 
Mobile: 07889 232438 
Email: mindseyedescription@gmail.com
Website: www.mindseyedescription.co.uk

Vocaleyes is the national audio-description company.  

Contact: Judy Dixey 
Tel: 020 7375 1043 
Email: judy@vocaleyes.co.uk 
Website: www.vocaleyes.co.uk

CAPTIONING

STAGETEXT is the national captioning company. 

Contact: Tabitha Allum 
Tel: 020 7377 0540
Email: tabitha@stagetext.org
Website: www.stagetext.org

SIGNED PERFORMANCES 

BSL Tickets Signed Performance & Captioned Listings, Signed 
Performance Providers, Online Access Ticketing.  

Contact: Andy Higgins
Tel: 07799 118968 
Email: andy.higgins@bsltickets.co.uk
Website: www.bsltickets.co.uk

SPIT (Signed Performances in Theatre) is a website which lists sign 
language interpreters who will sign theatre performances.  

Contact: Ian Anstee
Tel: 01925 754231
Email: ian@spit.org.uk
Website: www.spit.org.uk

Theatresign is an independent signing company.  

Contact: Terry Ruane
Tel: 020 8654 2505
Email: terry@theatresign.com
Website: www.theatresign.com

NB. Each service provider should have a “buy-out” agreement letter from the Performers’ Alliance (incorporating Equity; the Musicians’ Union and the Writers’ Guild of Great Britain, 
which allows them to have a recording of the show in order to prepare and / or write a script and deliver the assisted performance.  Writing the script / preparing for the assisted 
performance is a long and complicated procedure and is not possible without this video recording.  The video recording can be returned if requested.  

ACCESS LONDON THEATRE

Service Providers

This list is not exhaustive and many theatres have their own in-house services. 
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RELAXED PERFORMANCES
INTRODUCTION

A suite of documents is now available that comprehensively detail how to prepare for, manage and run a relaxed performance. Please email us 
at enquiries@soltukt.co.uk.

These performances are aimed at people with an Autistic Spectrum Condition, sensory and communication disorders, a learning disability or for 
anyone who would benefit from a more relaxed environment. Performances are adapted in a variety of ways, including a more relaxed attitude 
to noise, in order to reduce anxiety and ensure a safe, enjoyable theatre visit. 

Bookers will be sent a visual story, be invited to attend a familiarisation meeting in the theatre and there will be a designated ‘chill-out’ area 
for use during the performance.  A bit like a quiet carriage on the train – but the opposite!

They were originally developed specifically for young people with an Autistic Spectrum Condition and were called ‘Autism Friendly’ 
performances.  However, they were also found to be suitable for young people with learning disabilities and sensory and communication 
disorders, so the more inclusive term ‘Relaxed Performance’ has now been adopted.
 
‘Relaxed Performances’ are designed to have a less formal, more supportive, atmosphere in order to reduce anxiety levels.  This can be 
achieved by adapting the performance in a number of ways:

• Chill Out Room: a space is made available for audience members who need a bit of quiet time before and during the performance. 

• Meet the Cast: the audience  can ‘meet’ the actors after the performance, which helps to close the circle of understanding for people who 
have difficulties with flexibility of imagination.  

• Lighting and special effects are changed: for example, strobes, flashing lights and the house lights may be kept on low, again to reduce 
anxiety.   

• The theatre will invite patrons to a ‘familiarisation visit’, which is an opportunity for the audience to look inside the auditorium prior to the 
show.  
 

• Throughout the performance there will generally be a more relaxed attitude to noise and to the audience moving around the building.  
All cast and staff are briefed to this effect, so that there is no undue concern over unexpected noises and movement. 

A handful of theatres across the UK are now scheduling these performances and a few venues now programme them as part of their core 
assisted performance schedule.  

In order to support the growth of these performances The Society of London Theatre and the Theatrical Management Association are working 
in partnership with the Prince’s Foundation for Children and the Arts to develop a best practise model for ‘Relaxed Performances’, including an 
official logo and ‘How To’ toolkits. 
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TRAINING PROVIDERS - Page 1 of 3

Action on Hearing Loss
Training Services
Aeroworks
5 Adair Street, Manchester, M1 2NQ 

Tel: 0161 276 2312
Fax: 0161 274 3606
Textphone: 0161 276 2314
Email: access.solutions@hearingloss.org.uk
Website: www.actiononhearingloss.org.uk 

Contact: Emma Grindford or Lynne Nelson-Kirby 

Action on Hearing Loss delivers deaf and deaf and disability 
awareness courses, designed and delivered by our qualified and 
experienced deaf trainers.  We can support you to make your services 
and organisation more accessible to the estimated 1 million deaf and 
hard of hearing people in the London area.

Our team is able to support you with all your access and training 
needs through consultancy or using our own ‘Louder than Words’ 
benchmarking framework, AOHL’s prestigious quality charter mark for 
accessibility.  

For further details, or to find out about your specific requirements 
please get in touch or visit our award winning website.

Attitude is Everything 
54 Chalton Street, London, NW1 1HS

Tel: +44 (0) 207 383 7979 
Email: info@attitudeiseverything.org.uk  
Website: www.attitudeiseverything.org.uk

Contact: Suzanne Bull, Chief Executive Officer

Registered Company No. England and Wales 6397532
Registered Charity No 1121975

Attitude is Everything improves Deaf and disabled people’s access 
to live music by working in partnership with the music industry, artists 
and audience by implementing a Charter of Best Practice across the 
UK.  

Our current portfolio of projects and services include The Charter of 
Best Practice, Mystery Shopping, Disability Equality Training, Access 
Auditing and Club Attitude.

 BSL Tickets 
1 Verdant Lane, Peel Green, 
Manchester, M30 7QA

Tel: 07799 118968
Fax: 0161 789 4499
Email: info@bsltickets.co.uk
Website: www.bsltickets.co.uk 

Contact: Andy Higgins 

Signed Performance & Captioned Listings, Signed Performance 
Providers, Disability Access Training, Access Consultancy, Online 
Access Ticketing.  

Since 2003, Vee Limited has developed a successful holistic access 
package, empowering venues and ensuring that access isn’t a ‘bolt-
on’ service, but an integral part of the core business.

This list is not exhaustive and each entry has been submitted by the organisation: 

More >> 1 2 3
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Disability Action in Islington
90-92 Upper Street
London, N1 0NP

Tel: 020 73548925
Fax: 020 73591891
Email: disabilityaction@daii.org
Website: www.daii.org

Contact: Liz Mercer

Disability Action in Islington is an organisation of and for disabled 
people that delivers bespoke disability equality training. All training is 
delivered by disabled trainers. For more information please visit the 
website.  

MENCAP
123 Golden Lane
London, EC1Y 0RT

Tel: 020 7696 5593
Email: help@mencap.org.uk 
Website: www.mencap.org.uk

Mencap works with people with a learning disability to change laws, 
challenge prejudice and support them to live their lives as they 
choose.  

We provide training that will provide your organisation the knowledge 
and tools it needs to enable people with a learning disability to 
take full advantage of what your organisation offers. All our training 
programmes are co-delivered with a person with a learning disability, 
using real life stories and experiences.  

Our training packages focus on the barriers that people with a learning 
disability face, offering practical ways to make it easier when visiting 
your premises or interacting with your staff.  We specifically look at: 
working environments, staff attitudes, customer care and accessible 
communications.  All our training programmes can be delivered in 
a location suited to you and customised to meet your organisation’s 
needs.

Royal National Institute of Blind People
105 Judd Street
London, WC1H 9NE

Tel: 0121 665 4235 
Email: cypf@rnib.org.uk 
Website: www.rnib.org.uk 

RNIB’s team offers professional advice, guidance, support, training 
and consultancy services to professionals for a wide range of culture, 
sports, leisure, recreation, wellbeing, arts and tourism activities. They 
support the improvement of the industry professionals’ knowledge 
through advice, consultancy and visual awareness training on 
accessibility. The service also aims to increase accessibility to 
mainstream cultural & leisure opportunities for blind and partially 
sighted people, increasing specialist leisure opportunities and to 
campaign and lobby policy and decision-makers in leisure to improve 
the access to leisure opportunities.

TRAINING PROVIDERS - Page 2 of 3
This list is not exhaustive and each entry has been submitted by the organisation:
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 RLSB
Victoria Charity Centre
11 Belgrave Road, London SW1V 1RB

Tel: 0207 808 6170
Email: Vince.Lydon@rlsb.org.uk
Website: www.rlsb.org.uk

Contact: Vince Lydon - Independence Skills Manager

Community Services teams deliver services across London & South 
East for children, young people and adults to participant in sport, 
social & peer groups, arts, IT/Access Technology and Employability 
programmes. Additionally, we offer support, advice and training 
to professionals around VI awareness, sighted Guide Training & 
Accessibility.

Shape
Units 20-21
Deane House Studios
27 Greenwood Place, London NW5 1LB

Tel: 0207 7424 7330
Email: training@shapearts.org.uk
Website: www.shapearts.org.uk

Contact: Elizabeth Mulligan, Audiences, Training and Access 
Manager

Shape aims to make the arts, culture and leisure sectors more 
accessible for disabled people.  Shape training addresses the training 
needs of arts and cultural organisations around London to help build 
a more inclusive cultural sector.  If you or your organisation wants to 

be compliant with current legislation, as well as maintain best practice 
and market yourself as disability aware and inclusive to all, Shape is 
here to help.

All of Shape’s training is developed and delivered by experts in the 
field of arts, access, disability, equality, performance, marketing and 
employment.  Shape works with a group of disabled professional 
trainers. We have a range of package training offers that will suit your 
organization needs as you can pick and mix modules and we will work 
together with you to match you with one of our trainers and to create 
an individual training package each time. Contact us for detailed 
information and course outlines.

Theatresign
1 Fernhurst Road, Croydon, CR0 7DJ

Tel: 020 8654 2505
Fax: 020 8654 9282
Minicom: 020 8654 2505
Email: terry@theatresign.com
Website: www.theatresign.com

Contact: Terry Ruane

As well as signed performances in the West End, THEATRESIGN 
also provides sign language and deaf awareness training for Theatre 
staff. This training can range from a basic two-hour session to a more 
comprehensive ten-week part-time course focused on comprehensive 
front of house provision. 

THEATRESIGN also runs accredited courses for qualified Sign 
Language Interpreters who require CPD training in Theatre 
Interpreting.

TRAINING PROVIDERS - Page 3 of 3
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COMMUNICATION GUIDELINES

FACE TO FACE COMMUNICATION – GENERAL TIPS

• Always face people and speak to them directly, not their companion or interpreter.
• If you make a mistake, apologise and keep going.
• Ask questions and keep up the flow of communication. Checking that what you are doing is suiting the person concerned will mean they 

have a much more enjoyable time. 
• Communicate with other members of staff if you are able, so that they know whether somebody does or doesn’t want to be helped.
• Speak clearly (but not loudly) and ‘signpost’ your conversation so that the person knows how long you will be speaking.
• Do not assume that sensory impaired people have either no sight or no hearing.  Each person’s needs will be particular to them ie: some 

people will need a hearing enhancement loop system and some people will need sign language.

What not to say (these are only some examples)

There are some people who are visiting the theatre for the first time, or who have a learning disability.  Consequently, terms that are specific to 
the theatre (e.g. Box Office) can be confusing, so do be creative and use different terminology if appropriate:

• Instead of ‘Box Office’ say ‘Pick up your tickets’ with specific directions and then offer to guide them there.
• Saying ‘over there’ to somebody with a visual impairment isn’t appropriate.   Say ‘If you turn to your left and walk five steps, you will get to 

the ticket office.  Would you like me to help you there?’
• Instead of ‘Curtain going up’ say ‘The show will start in x minutes’.  
• Refer to people as visually impaired people, not ‘the blind’ or ‘the visually impaired’ and likewise deaf and hard of hearing people not ‘the 

deaf’.

How will I recognise somebody who is disabled?

If someone is a wheelchair user or has a white stick (partially sighted), or a white stick with red stripes (partially sighted and deaf), it is easy to 
spot.  However, there are some disabled people who don’t have an obvious impairment but a hidden disability, e.g. somebody with epilepsy or a 
learning disability.  So, the answer is, every audience member should be treated in a deferential and welcoming manner. 

Face to face Communication    |    Deaf, Deafened or Hard of Hearing People    |    Blind or Partially Sighted People
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COMMUNICATION GUIDELINES

DEAF, DEAFENED OR HARD OF HEARING PEOPLE

Deaf – This can mean profound deafness, but may also be used to describe a less severe hearing loss. Deaf people may use British Sign 
Language (BSL), Sign Supported English (SSE), speech-to-text, lip-reading, or a combination of these. You may have seen the word Deaf (note 
the capital D) being used. This usually refers to deaf people who use British Sign Language as their preferred method of communication and 
consider themselves part of the Deaf community. This is a community which sees itself as a linguistic minority, rather than a group of people with 
a disability.

Deafened – This term is used to describe people who were born hearing and became severely or profoundly deaf as adults, often quite 
suddenly. Deafened people usually have good English skills and may use speech-to-text reporters, lipspeakers or electronic notetakers to aid 
communication. Many deafened people have cochlear implants – small, complex electronic devices that help to provide a sense of sound to a 
person who is profoundly deaf, or severely hard of hearing.

Hard of hearing – This term refers to anyone with a mild to severe loss. It is usually used to describe people who have lost their hearing 
gradually. Some hard of hearing people wear hearing aids and find lip-reading helpful in certain situations. They may find sound enhancement 
systems beneficial, such as loops and infra-red.

Some general tips for communicating with deaf audiences:

• Don’t assume that all deaf people you meet use sign language.
• Always face the deaf person and do not position yourself in front of a bright window.
• Check that the deaf person is looking at you before you start to speak.
• Don’t shout as this will distort your voice and lip patterns. Speak clearly, with a normal rhythm of speech.
• If the person you are speaking to does not understand a word or phrase, rephrase what you have said.
• Give the deaf person time to absorb what you have said.
• Keep your head still; stop talking if you turn away.
• Keep your hands and anything you are holding away from your face.
• Check the deaf person is following what you say – lip-reading can be tiring.
• Write things down if you need to clarify them.

Face to face Communication    |    Deaf, Deafened or Hard of Hearing People    |    Blind or Partially Sighted People
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COMMUNICATION GUIDELINES

BLIND OR PARTIALLY SIGHTED PEOPLE

Blind – This means a high degree of vision loss, i.e. seeing much less than is normal or perhaps nothing at all.  Most blind people can see 
something but not very much, even if they wear glasses.  Somebody who is blind may well wish to receive information in an alternative format 
such as a tape or CD, or in a word document by e-mail, so that a screen reader can read the information (PDFs and documents with columns 
are difficult to read for certain screen-readers), or perhaps in Braille.

Partial sight - This is a less severe loss of vision which cannot be corrected by wearing spectacles.  Partially sighted people can see more than 
blind people but less than sighted people.  Depending on their sight impairment, somebody who is partially sighted could read clear print or large 
print.

Some general tips for communicating with blind or partially sighted people:

• Face somebody when you talk to them: the direction of your voice will tell them where you are.
• Introduce yourself when you meet somebody and when you are leaving.
• Tell the person when and where you are putting something they will need eg: food and drink in the interval or giving them their tickets.
• Don’t move things around without telling them, i.e. don’t move a cane they placed at the bottom of their feet somewhere else.
• If you are trying to describe where something is and the visually impaired person uses the clock-face technique for orientation, then use it 

too, e.g. the Box Office is on your left, at 9 o’clock, 5 steps forward.  If you are not sure if they use it – ask!
• Remember to say goodbye when leaving a visually impaired person – don’t walk away without saying so.
 
For further information, contact Royal National Institute of Blind People on www.rnib.org or Action for Blind People on 
www.actionforblindpeople.org.uk.
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ACCESSIBLE MARKETING, PRICING AND WEBSITE GUIDELINES
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Accessible Marketing, 
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Guidelines

BACKGROUND

Why?

The Equality Act 2010 demands that you take all reasonable steps to make what you do accessible to all disabled people.  That includes your 
marketing and website and making sure that you think constructively about your pricing structure.  It also makes commercial sense to do so; 
disabled people and elderly people (who can also benefit from assisted performances) have considerable spending power.  

Top Down Agreement

Marketing for your disabled audience members needs to be inclusive and come from the top of the management hierarchy, down.  Beware - as 
marketeers you will often act as a lynchpin to the process, even if somebody else originally booked the assisted performance.

Facts and Figures

Deaf, deafened and hard of hearing statistics:

Action on Hearing Loss estimates that there are 10 million deaf, deafened and hard of hearing people in the UK.  

Of this: 

• 800,000 people have severe or profound deafness.
• More than 70% of over 70 year-olds and 40% of over 50 year-olds have some form of hearing loss.
• There are approximately 356,000 people with combined visual and hearing impairment. 

Blind and partially sighted statistics: 

The Royal National Institute for the Blind estimates that 2 million people have impaired sight.  

Of these:

• 370,000 are registered as blind or partially sighted people.
• An estimated 20% people are eligible to register themselves, but choose not to or are unaware of the benefits of doing so.
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Accessible Marketing, 
Pricing and Website 

Guidelines

THE PROCESS OF AN ASSISTED PERFORMANCE  
 
In summary:

A producer / theatre will decide that they want to book an assisted performance.  This is a service that is paid for – either collectively or one will 
pay and inform the other.

The date needs to be arranged and you will need to ensure that a number of seats have been blocked off which permits a clear and 
unobstructed view of the captioning screen or the signer, or that the signal to the headsets for an audio-described performance will have a clear 
signal.

What price will these seats be?  

This is a complex issue and should really be backed up by an access audit as every theatre is different, but basically you need to make a 
decision on whether to discount or not: 

• If you are absolutely sure that you can offer the same service to somebody who is disabled in any part of your auditorium, then you 
could make the decision not to discount.   
 
NB: you would probably want to offer a 2 for 1 for people who cannot physically get into their seats and therefore need a companion.  
The companion should get the discount and not the disabled person. 

• If you are not sure that you can offer the same standard of service to somebody wherever they sit, you should think about 
discounting.  A good guideline would be offering the lowest clear view price for an assisted performance and again, if somebody 
needs a companion, then offer 2 for 1 on the lowest clear view price. 

Who will sell these seats?  

A lot of theatres choose to sell these seats themselves.  If so, make sure that you put a prompt on your Box Office for that performance so 
that everybody who books knows about the performance.  This is partly courtesy, but also caters for potential audience members who might not 
know.  

If going to a ticket agent, please make sure that they are briefed fully.  The booking stage is the most important part of an assisted 
performance. 
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Accessible Marketing, 
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Guidelines

THE PROCESS OF AN ASSISTED PERFORMANCE  
 
Marketing the performance

Quick Wins 

• Include your assisted performance (with symbols) wherever you can, i.e. main show leaflet / brochure / website and poster.
• Include it in the Access London Theatre brochure.  This free brochure is advertised nationally and goes out to a dedicated database of over 

2,000 people who go to assisted performances and is also in a free monthly Access e-bulletin.  The listing also automatically goes on to 
www.officiallondontheatre.co.uk/access. 

• Let your local newspaper (and talking newspaper) know and do some press work.
• Check that people can book by whatever method they require, i.e. telephone, fax, e-mail.

Longer Term – Audience Development

• Contact community groups and charities and persuade them to come.  If they have a good experience, they will come back again and again 
and can be an exceptionally loyal audience.  

• Work with other theatres to ensure that these groups are not inundated with information.
• Give out tickets for an assisted performance to key contacts from these groups so that they can spread the word to others.
• Let your other audience members know about it so that they can invite family members or friends, on leaflets and when they book.
• Produce leaflets on assisted performances and create and issue an e-mail flyer.
• Enlist the help of an SMS Text provider and send out details of captioned / signed performances that way.

After the show

How many people came?  What feedback did you get?  Keep in touch with your audience and let them know how it went and what happened.  
Your care and attention in valuing them as customers will reap financial rewards as they will come back again and again.
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Accessible Marketing, 
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WEBSITES  
 
Typically, 8% of users to your website will have a disability. Making your website accessible can mean more business.  A non-accessible 
website will reduce your profit margins.

If you design or commission a website, make sure you plan for the accessibility at the beginning – adding these features in afterwards is 
costly.

If you commission a website from an agency:

• Don’t take their word that they can supply accessibility; ask for references and good practice examples. 

• Be very specific about the degree of accessibility you need, i.e. using the new British Standard on web accessibility: BS 8878:2010 
and its predecessor: PAS 78. 

• Involve disabled users at every stage to test the website (some agencies will do this automatically).

When designing a website:

• Audit your website, there are a number of agencies who do this, and continue to audit it on a regular basis.
• Use coding.  Using web standards substantially increases the chance of delivering your website to multiple platforms (PDA, mobile etc)
• Follow the BS 8878:2010 and PAS 78 guidance (see link below).
• Download the AIS tool bar to learn about accessible design.
• Make sure web pages are structured using header tags and style sheets, with PDF files tagged to ensure screen readers can interpret 

them correctly.
• Involve disabled users at every stage to test the website.

Links for further information:

• W3C - www.w3.org.  Approved organisation for website accessibility standards.
• AbilityNet - www.abilitynet.org.uk.  Consultancy specialising in accessible website audits and design.
• BS 8878:2010 and PAS78 - www.equalityhumanrights.com.  British Standard for website accessibility download.
• Accessify Forum - www.accessifyforum.com.  Latest developments and news for website professionals. 
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Accessible Print
Guidlines

GENERAL PRINT GUIDELINES  
 
Why?

The Equality Act 2010 demands that you take all reasonable steps to make what you do accessible to all disabled people, including your print.   
2 million people are blind or partially sighted and over 70% of those can benefit simply by providing clear and simple print.  

General Print Guidelines

• Type:  DO NOT USE CAPITAL LETTERS THE WHOLE TIME!  They are difficult to read and look angry.  
Do not italicise or use a light typeface, e.g. Arial Narrow, as it doesn’t give enough definition between the type and the background.

• Spacing:  Do not justify text, hyphenate words or change the spacing to fit your words onto one line.   
Allow enough space between characters (1.5 – 2 times the space between the words on a line).

• Font:  Use Sans Serif fonts which are clear to read, e.g. Arial, Helvetica and Din.   
If you have space, use 14 point font or more but the minimum to use is 12 point. 

• Print Stock:  Use matt paper as it is harder to read from glossy paper.   
Use a good thickness of paper so that there is no show-through of text from one side of the page to another (at least 100gsm uncoated).   
Do not place text over folds or creases.

• Contrast and Images:  Use strong contrasts.  Light colours on dark backgrounds are good.   

Bad Contrast Good Contrast
Light grey type on a light background is not great.   

Can you read this easily?
Dark blue on a white background is easier to read. 

Black on white is best.

 

Top Tip! If you photocopy a colour image or piece of print you want to use and it doesn’t photocopy well, then it means that your colour & tonal 
contrast isn’t working.    
 
Do not overlay text over images.
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Accessible Print
Guidlines

LANGUAGE AND ALTERNATIVE FORMATS  
 
Language

• Use simple short sentences and paragraphs.  Use simple punctuation.
• Use positives instead of negatives eg: If you don’t send your cheque, we can’t send your tickets (x).  Please send your cheque to us and we 

will then send your tickets (√).
• Don’t use technical jargon, e.g. COBOs, and avoid abbreviations.
• Use short words instead of long words, i.e. “advise” (x) => “tell” (√).
• The average reading age is lower than you think - for example 95% of profoundly deaf teenagers only achieve a reading age of 9 - but most 

people write for a reading age far beyond that.  

Top Tip! How can you check? 
In Microsoft Word; go to Tools, Options, Spelling and Grammar and then tick the “Show readability statistics” box.  Once you have spell-checked 
your copy, knock off 5 and the reading age will come up.  

Alternative Formats 

You might need to provide an alternative way of accessing print if people need/request them, or if you are anticipating an increase in patrons for 
a particular show requiring alternative formats.  Do not automatically assume that you have to have all the alternatives suggested; it depends on 
the resources and time you have available.  

Some of the options are:

• Large Print:  Increase the point to anything over 14 pt up to 20 pt.
• Braille. 
• Audio Information:  The content of audio information should be the same as the print, but doesn’t need to read in the same way.  Audio 

Flyers, brochures and other print can be adapted and recorded in-house and distributed free via e-mail mp3s and for low-cost on Tape/CD.
• BSL Video:  Recording a short video of the BSL Interpreter introducing the ‘Sign Names’ for the characters and setting up the story can be 

useful for some patrons attending an interpreted performance. This can be recorded in-house and shared online. At low-cost.
• Rich Text Format.
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SYMBOLS 
 
For assisted performances, use: 
 

	   Symbol for sign language interpreted performances

 

	   Symbol for audio-described performance

	   Symbol for captioned performance

Make the symbols big enough to see and if you have room to explain the service, do so.  

E.g. on mainline marketing, you can say:

	   Captioned performance for hard of hearing and deaf people.  Sat 24 April 7.30pm.  Tickets  £25.00.  Call 0870 000 000.   
Please state that you require this service when booking.

http://www.solt.co.uk
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HOW TO SET UP YOUR SYSTEM

If your system trips over to a ticket agent, ensure that the same briefing and tagging applies as below – or handle all enquiries for assisted 
performances and / or disabled bookers in-house from the Box Office (in which case you will need a separate telephone number / e-mail 
address). 

Make sure that your system is set up to log people and the type of service that they require; do not put everybody who is disabled into one 
category.  It is not acceptable to ask peoples’ disability but it is acceptable to log peoples’ access requirement, i.e.: 

• captioned performance user
• audio-described performance user
• sign language performance user
• wheelchair space user
• ‘other access needs’ category, e.g. a hidden disability 

How can you ask the right question?  Ask “do you have any access requirements” and if they are unsure, give a couple of examples, e.g. “a 
wheelchair accessible space or assisted performance?”  This means the customer has an opening to be able to volunteer the information you 
need, to categorise them correctly.

Categorising helps audience data monitoring and marketing.

Some producers are nervous about discounts – and the amount of discounts given - on the basis that there is a potential for fraud.  If you are 
concerned about it, there are c135,000 people who use the Disabled Persons Railcard.  It looks like this:

If booking by phone, a customer should be able to give you the number of their card.  Tag your assisted performances on the system so that 
when anybody books, this brings up an automatic reminder.  Then you can let anybody who is booking for the performance know and also 
explain it to those people who are unfamiliar with it.  

BOX OFFICE GUIDELINES
How to Set Up Your System    |    Booking Tickets    |    Communication by Email or Phone    |    TypeTalk
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BOOKING TICKETS

Some people will not be aware of the right terminology, so please make sure you are briefed on what type of performance is which, so that you 
can help.

If people are booking for the first time, they can be very tentative and might need more time and help.  The point at which tickets are booked is 
crucial - if people don’t have a good service when booking, they don’t come back.

The Access London Theatre Brochure is a complete listing of all audio-described, captioned, signed, relaxed performances and physical 
access facilities in all London theatres.  Many people subscribe to this free publication, produced by The Society of London Theatre.  It’s 
available in print; large print; Braille and tape and downloadable from the website – www.officiallondontheatre.co.uk/access.  Each listing has a 
price on it. Your theatre should also have its own public information. 

Do you know your guide/assistance dog policy?  Some people are happy for their dogs to be looked after during the performance, but some 
may want to take their dogs into the auditorium.  It would be discriminatory not to allow them to do so, but you can probably place them in an 
aisle seat if you feel the need to do so.  Check with the Theatre Manager.  

There may be an issue on the night of a captioned performance if somebody can’t see the unit.  If there is any manoeuvrability, set aside 
a couple of house seats for the assisted performance night so that if an audience member is not happy with the seat and the caption unit or 
signer view, they can move.  

How do you ask somebody who is visually impaired to sign for the sale of the tickets?  Most visually impaired people will have a Chip and 
Signature card which removes the need for them to enter a pin number.   

BOX OFFICE GUIDELINES
How to Set Up Your System    |    Booking Tickets    |    Communication by Email or Phone    |    TypeTalk
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COMMUNICATION BY EMAIL

Use plain English and uncomplicated language in all e-mail correspondence.  Use plain text e-mail, so that visually impaired people who have 
screen readers (software that reads out aloud the words on-screen) can read the e-mails easily.  Attached documents such as PDFs and 
documents with lots of columns can be hard (or impossible) for a screen-reader to read, so provide an alternative word format.

COMMUNICATION BY PHONE - MINICOM GUIDELINES

If you are using a Minicom or Text telephones: Abbreviations 

GA Go Ahead.  When you talk to another person through a 
text telephone, you type while the other person reads. 
When you want the other person to respond, type GA for 
“Go Ahead.”  You can also type GA for goodbye.

SK / SKSK Stop Keying. To end the conversation, type SKSK. 

MTG Meeting

NBR Number

THX Thanks

TMW Tomorrow

PLS Please

BIBI Bye bye

Top Tips! 

• To answer the call, switch on the minicom/textphone and always type “Hello” straightaway to let the other person know that the phone has 
been answered, just as you would do when answering a voice call.

• To include commas or punctuations, always press the ‘Shift’ key and then the desired letters or symbols.
• Don’t be afraid if you make a mistake; you can always delete it and carry on typing. The person on the other end of the phone may have 

already read it, but they will realise it’s a mistake when you delete it.
• Keep your conversation brief to give the other person a chance to respond. With voice conversations, a person can interrupt, but with a 

textphone they have to wait until the other person types GA before they respond.
• Be patient. The call will take slightly longer than normal as you are typing your conversation. 

For further information, contact the 
Action on Hearing Loss information 
line: 

Tel: 0808 808 0123 (freephone)
Textphone: 0808 808 9000 (freephone)
SMS: 0780 0000 360 

19-23 Featherstone Street
London EC1Y 8SL 

Email: informationline@hearingloss.org.uk
Website: www.actiononhearingloss.org.uk

ACCESS LONDON THEATRE

Box Office Guidelines
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TYPETALK

Typetalk is a telephone relay phone service which deaf, deafened and hard of hearing people may use to contact the Box Office if the minicom /
textphone line is engaged or no one is answering.  

How to answer a call from Typetalk 

• When the phone rings, you will not know if it is a hearing person or somebody who is a textphone user until you answer the call.
• When you answer the call, you will hear a recorded message saying, ‘Please hold for an Operator assisted call from a textphone user.’
• Wait for a Typetalk Operator to join the line and relay the call. 
• The Operator will ask if you have used the service before.
• If you say ‘no’, a short explanation of the service will be given. If you say ‘yes’, you can begin your conversation with the textphone user.
• The Typetalk Operator will read what the textphone user is saying to you, or the textphone user may choose to speak to you direct. Do not 

interrupt as they cannot hear you. The Operator will type back your reply. Remember to say ‘Go Ahead’ or ‘GA’ at the end of your sentence 
so the Operator knows you have finished speaking.

• Once the call has ended, simply say ‘Goodbye, SKSK’ which is an abbreviation for Stop Keying. This indicates to the Operator that you have 
finished your call.

How to make a call through Typetalk

• Dial 18002 followed by the full telephone number of the textphone user you are calling, including the area code.
• You will hear a recorded message which begins, ‘Welcome to TextDirect, please hold for connection … ‘
• When the textphone user answers the call, a Typetalk Operator will join the line to relay your call. You can now begin your conversation.
• Remember to say ‘Go Ahead’ or ‘GA’ at the end of your sentence so that the Operator knows you have finished speaking.
• The Typetalk Operator will read what the textphone user is saying, or the textphone user may choose to speak to you direct. Do not interrupt 

as they cannot hear you. The Operator will type back your reply. Remember to say ‘Go Ahead’ or ‘GA’ at the end of your sentence so the 
Operator knows you have finished speaking.

• Once the call has ended, simply say ‘Goodbye, SKSK’ which is an abbreviation for stop keying and lets the Operator know you have finished 
your call.

If you have any questions, contact the RNID Typetalk Customer Support Team on Freephone 0800 7311 888.  
Hours:  8am-8pm, Monday to Friday; 9am- 5pm, Saturday and Sunday. 

BOX OFFICE GUIDELINES
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1. Don’t make assumptions - don’t always assume disabled people need help. 

2. Ask questions and make sure that you keep the flow of communication going and listen to what your customer needs.  Speak to somebody 
face to face; don’t turn away or avoid speaking to them if you aren’t sure what to say.   

3. Be natural and don’t put on an act in order to get out of a situation you feel uncomfortable with.  If you don’t know, then say you don’t - but 
make sure you find out. 

4. Disabled people with the same medical condition may have different access requirements – i.e. one visually impaired person may require a 
sighted guide and reads large print and the next may require neither of these things.  Don’t imagine disabled visitors to be a ‘group’ of similar 
people. 

5. Focus on the environment and the person’s access requirements, not how somebody’s medical condition or symptoms affect them.  For 
example: what is it that is disabling about the theatre environment, that does not allow a disabled person to enjoy the show to the same level 
as somebody who is not disabled?  E.g. this could be stairs, low lighting or not being able to hear announcements for the start of the show.   

6. Make sure you understand what your venue has to offer for people with access requirements – i.e. hearing loops, assisted performances, 
infra-red headsets.  Understanding the purpose of this equipment will help you to be more confident and provides good customer service. 

7. If you know that you have made a mistake, whether intentionally or unintentionally, then apologise, explain why and carry on.  Don’t let it 
spoil the rest of the conversation.  Relax - and have a sense of humour! 

8. Be aware that, unfortunately, most disabled patrons will have experienced very different levels of customer service – some very good, some 
not so good – so make sure you are prepared and welcoming, offering the best service you can. 

9. If you don’t feel prepared, then ask for some training and be honest about the areas in which you lack knowledge and experience. 

10. Offer appropriate, discreet assistance rather than singling out disabled patrons and making a fuss.  Don’t spoil the hard work that goes into 
being an accessible venue by overdoing it!

10 THINGS TO REMEMBER WHEN MEETING AND GREETING PEOPLE

ACCESS LONDON THEATRE

10 things to remember 
when meeting and 

greeting people
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Front of House Checklist

AUDIO-DESCRIBED PERFORMANCES

Before the show 

• Brief your ushers or ask your audio describer to do so. 

• Where are people sitting? Make sure there are more ushers available to help with queries. 

• A touch tour of the set / costumes might have been programmed before the show.  The start time for a touch tour is generally 1 hour before 
curtain up and takes about 30 minutes.  Agree the schedule for the touch tour with the Stage Manager, assuming that people will want to 
have time to go to the loo / book drinks with you / be given their headsets and be back in their seats 15 minutes before the performance for 
pre-show notes, if available.

• Find out how many people are coming and how many people might have dogs.  What is your guide dog policy?  Some people are happy for 
their dogs to be looked after during the performance, but some may want to take their dogs into the auditorium.  It would be discriminatory 
not to allow them to do so.  Check your policy with the Theatre Manager and check the seat with the Box Office if there is an issue.  Who will 
look after dogs staying outside the auditorium?  Have bowls of water available for the dogs. 

• Designate at least one usher to meet and greet people on arrival and to take them to collect their tickets / headset and / or to take them to 
their seat. 

• Introduce yourself and check how a customer wishes to be guided. 

• Check that you can take drinks to the customer in the interval; negotiating a dimly lit and crowded auditorium with steps can be difficult.  
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Front of House Checklist

AUDIO-DESCRIBED PERFORMANCES

Giving out a headset

• Check with the Technical or Theatre Manager to make sure the batteries for the head sets are fully charged before the 
performance.  

• Check which channel the audio-description will be relayed on and which channel the show relay will be relayed on; 
hard of hearing audience members might not want to listen to the audio description and visually impaired members will 
want to hear the audio description. 

• Ensure they are worn correctly, i.e. dangling down from each ear, with the infra-red band facing the stage.

• Ensure that an usher checks that all the customers’ headsets are working during pre-show notes and that they are 
present in the auditorium, so that a customer who is having a problem with a headset can attract their attention and 
swap the headset it necessary. 

After the show

• After the performance, ensure ushers are available to guide customers outside the venue and if time permits, help them to wave down a taxi 
or wait with them until it arrives.

• Once the headsets have been returned, ensure that each earpiece is cleaned.
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Front of House Checklist

CAPTIONED PERFORMANCES

Before the Show 

• There may be an issue on the night of a captioned performance if somebody can’t see the unit.  If there is any flexibility, it might be helpful 
to set aside a couple of house seats for the captioned performance night so that if an audience member is not happy with the seat and the 
caption unit view, they can change.

• Put up a notice saying that the show will be captioned. 

During the Interval

• If you can, make the lights dim noticeably front of house to show that the interval is finishing.
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Front of House Checklist

SIGNED PERFORMANCES

Before the Show 

• There may be an issue on the night of a BSL Interpreted performance if somebody can’t see the signer.  If there is any flexibility, it might be 
helpful to set aside a couple of house seats for the signed performance night so that if an audience member is not happy with the seat, they 
can change. 

• Put up a notice saying that the show will be signed. 

During the Interval

• If you can, make the lights dim noticeably front of house to show that the interval is finishing.
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AUDIO-DESCRIBED PERFORMANCES

Before the show 

• A one-camera DVD of the show on-stage (not in rehearsal) to be sent to the service provider. 

• A script of the show and ticket(s) to see the show. 

• Think about where will the audio-describer sit and whether the theatre has the requisite equipment, if it can be borrowed, or if it is worth 
buying.  Will the listener be able to hear wherever they sit?  If not, talk to Box Office and block off a section of seats where they will be able 
to hear.   

• More detailed information on technical details can be obtained from the service providers but roughly speaking, an audio-describer will need:

• A room with a clear view of the stage or a room with a TV monitor linked to a show relay camera.  The image on-screen needs to be 
of a high quality.  Ideally, the room should be sound-proofed.

• A headset for the describer(s).  This should have on it: 

• Foldback / Show relay / Volume control for both of these actions. 

• A microphone: 

• A stalk microphone is best, meaning the audio-describer can look at the stage and speak at the same time without looking 
down at their script.

• The microphone must fade up and down.
• If the microphone operates on a switch, the switch action must be silent to the listener in the auditorium.  The switch should 

not be a hold-down action. 

• A table, chair and angle poise.
• A clean audio-description signal fed to the listener’s headset.  Show relay should be on a separate channel. 

• If a touch tour has been organised, some thought needs to be given on what and where this is going to take place.  It normally starts about 
an hour before the performance.  

TECHNICAL CHECKLIST – ASSISTED PERFORMANCES
Audio-Described Performances    |    Captioned Performances    |    Signed Performances

This checklist is not exhaustive an each service provider will have their own requests and will give you more detailed information.  However, in 
summary, this is a checklist of needs:
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Technical Checklist

AUDIO-DESCRIBED PERFORMANCES

Two days before the date of the audio-described performance

• Install / have equipment ready so that the describer(s) can do a ‘dry run’ (their equivalent of a dress rehearsal, where they run through their 
script against the live performance).   

• Check that there are enough headsets for the number of people booked. 

• Put the headsets on charge, clean the earpieces and check for faults. 

On the day of the audio-described performance

• The describer(s) will want to do a sound check with the equipment. 

• Check with the Theatre Manager / Front of House about the touch tour. 

• Hand over the headsets with instructions on which channel the audio-description / show relay will be.

 NB: some audio-describers give pre-show notes through the headsets 15 minutes before the performance starts.

• After the performance, clean the headset earpieces, dismantle the equipment and feed back on good / bad points.

http://www.solt.co.uk
http://www.uktheatre.org/
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*NB. Each service provider should have a “buy-out” agreement letter from the Performers’ Alliance (incorporating Equity; the Musicians’ Union and the Writers’ Guild of Great Britain, 
which allows them to have a recording of the show in order to prepare and / or write a script and deliver the assisted performance.  Writing the script / preparing for the assisted 
performance is a long and complicated procedure and is not possible without this video recording.  The video recording can be returned if requested.  

Technical Checklist

CAPTIONED PERFORMANCES

Before the show

• A one-camera DVD of the show on-stage (not in rehearsal) to be sent to the service provider.* 

• Ticket(s) to see the show. 

• A script of the show in word format.  Minor word changes can be discussed before the captioned performance, but any major changes, e.g. 
added or deleted scenes, need to be sent to the captioner to be incorporated in the script. 

• Think about where the captioning screen will be placed so that audiences do not need to noticeably move their heads in order to read the 
screens and see the action: 

• It is a good idea to discuss screen positioning with the designer / director of the production.
• It might be necessary to block off seats in order to ensure that audiences can see the screen and the action.  

• More detailed information on technical details can be obtained from the service providers but roughly speaking, a captioner will need: 

• Adequate space for a laptop and a light, perhaps in: 

• The technical box / An audio-describer’s box / A free box in the auditorium.

• To be able to hear the show (either naturally or through the show relay) and to be able to see the caption unit.
• A table and chair at a correct and comfortable height. 

• More detailed technical details can be obtained from a service provider but briefly captioning equipment consists of:

• A desktop or laptop computer and software.
• A caption display unit.
• An interface system.

http://www.solt.co.uk
http://www.uktheatre.org/
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Technical Checklist

CAPTIONED PERFORMANCES

On the day of the captioned performance

• The equipment will need to be installed and all connections checked. 
  

• If you are using your own equipment, check that there is power surge protection.  

At the captioned performance

• If the captioning screen is not visible when the performance starts (i.e. behind the curtain) the audience should be alerted to any sound 
effects or dialogue in advance.  The wording can be produced in consultation with the captioner.   

• Check if the captioner is in place before the show and after the interval. 

• If there is a delay or problem at the show, or an emergency, the captioner will be able to output a message on the captioning screen to this 
effect.

http://www.solt.co.uk
http://www.uktheatre.org/
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Technical Checklist

SIGNED PERFORMANCES

Before the Signed Performance  

• A one-camera video recording of the show on-stage (not in rehearsal) should be sent to the service provider. 

• A script of the show and ticket(s) to see the show. 

• The signer will want to know where they can position themselves.  Considerations are: 

• Can they stand anywhere, or does the set design mean that one side or a rostrum at the side of the stage will be more preferable?  
Certain scenes might mean that actors need to work around the position of the signer.

On the day of the Signed Performance

• The signer will need to be lit: 

• Ensure the signer is correctly lit to avoid shadows on their face, ensuring all facial expressions (an integral part of sign language) will 
be seen properly.   

• The signer will want to do a lighting check and check on potential blackouts: 

• A lighting check to make sure that a signer’s hands can be clearly seen.  

• A signer may not have finishing signing before a blackout in the show takes place.  They will want to know when blackouts happen 
and will want to finish signing the action of the show before the lights go out.   

• The signer will need to get in and out of position: 

• The signer will need to get on to the stage / rostrum before and after the show, and at the interval. 

• The signer will want to leave their position either before the curtain or front-cloth is brought down or before the lights are dimmed.

http://www.solt.co.uk
http://www.uktheatre.org/


Any questions?

Please contact: 

Society of London Theatre | UK Theatre 
32 Rose Street

London  WC2E 9ET

T: 020 7557 6700
E: enquiries@soltukt.co.uk

http://solt.co.uk
http://www.uktheatre.org/
mailto:enquiries%40soltukt.co.uk?subject=
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